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ABSTRACT
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a progressive neurological disease that affects 6.2 million people worldwide.
The most popular clinical method to measure PD tremor severity is a standardized test called the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), which is performed subjectively by a medical professional. Due
to infrequent checkups and human error introduced into the process, treatment is not optimally adjusted for
PD patients. According to a recent review there are two devices recommended to objectively quantify PD
symptom severity. Both devices record a patient’s tremors using inertial measurement units (IMUs). One is
not currently available for over the counter purchases, as they are currently undergoing clinical trials. It has
also been used in studies to evaluate to UPDRS scoring in home environments using an Android application to
drive the tests. The other is an accessible product used by researchers to design home monitoring systems for
PD tremors at home. Unfortunately, this product includes only the sensor and requires technical expertise and
resources to set up the system. In this paper, we propose a low-cost and energy-efficient hybrid system that
monitors a patient’s daily actions to quantify hand and finger tremors based on relevant UPDRS tests using
IMUs and surface Electromyography (sEMG). This device can operate in a home or hospital environment
and reduces the cost of evaluating UPDRS scores from both patient and the clinician’s perspectives. The
system consists of a wearable device that collects data and wirelessly communicates with a local server that
performs data analysis. The system does not require any choreographed actions so that there is no need for
the user to follow any unwieldy peripheral. In order to avoid frequent battery replacement, we employ a
very low-power wireless technology and optimize the software for energy efficiency. Each collected signal
is filtered for motion classification, where the system determines what analysis methods best fit with each
period of signals. The corresponding UPDRS algorithms are then used to analyze the signals and give a
score to the patient. We explore six different machine learning algorithms to classify a patient’s actions into
appropriate UPDRS tests. To verify the platform’s usability, we conducted several tests. We measured the
accuracy of our main sensors by comparing them with a medically approved industry device. The our device
and the industry device show similarities in measurements with errors acceptable for the large difference in
cost. We tested the lifetime of the device to be 15.16 hours minimum assuming the device is constantly on.
Our filters work reliably, demonstrating a high level of similarity to the expected data. Finally, the device is
run through and end-to-end sequence, where we demonstrate that the platform can collect data and produce
a score estimate for the medical professionals.
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6. Sample Data: A group of instance data within a time period
2. Biological
1. PD: Parkinson’s Disease
2. DBS: Deep Brain Stimulation
3. Dorsum of Palm: The back side of a hand.
4. Distal Phalanx: The bone at the distal of each fingers
5. Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) Joints: The joint at the base of the finger
6. Flexor Digitorum Superficialis Muscle: An extrinsic flexor muscle of the fingers at the proximal inter-
phalangeal joints. The primary function is flexion of the middle phalanges of the fingers at the proximal
interphalangeal joints.
3. Computational
1. CPU: Central Processing Unit
2. ADC: Analog To Digital Converter
3. IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit
4. sEMG: Surface Electromyography
5. MEMS: Microelectricalmechanical System
6. Accelerometer: MEMS that measure acceleration
7. Gyroscope: MEMS that measures rotational velocity
8. Magnetometer: MEMS that measures orientation relative to the earth’s magnetic field
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9. I2C: Inter-Integrated Circuit
10. Bit: The smallest packet of information in a software system, which can be either true or false.
11. Byte: Eight bits
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a progressive neurological disease that affects 6.2 million people around the
world [1]. Many advanced PD patients suffer from severe motor symptoms including arm and hand tremors,
which increases the difficulty of performing daily tasks. Additionally, PD patients can suffer from of other
non-motor symptoms [2] varying from depression to sleep disorders.
Currently, Parkinsonian tremors can be effectively controlled through oral-medical therapies such as Lev-
odopa, or invasive medical devices such as Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) [3]. Although these treatments
work, they are costly (approximately $22, 800 per patient [4]), highly patient selective, and can have many
high risks [2, 3]. Furthermore, as the disease progresses, both treatments need to be adjusted according to the
patient’s symptoms to optimize their performance [5]. Therefore, it is important to continuously monitor a
patient’s symptoms for better treatment results.
Clinically, the severity of Parkinsons disease is measured through a series of tests called the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), where the clinician will subjectively evaluate the patient through
a series of questions and tasks. Since measuring the severity of this disease is important for understanding
and applying treatment, there has been a push to automate the quantification of the UPDRS for more unbiased
results.
According to a recent review there are two devices recommended to objectively quantify PD symptom
severity [6]. Both devices record a patient’s tremors using inertial measurement units (IMUs). One is not
currently available for over the counter purchases, as they are currently undergoing clinical trials. It has also
been used in studies to evaluate to UPDRS scoring in home environments using an Android application to
drive the tests. The other is an accessible product used by researchers to design home monitoring systems
for PD tremors at home. Unfortunately, this product includes only the sensor and requires technical expertise
and resources to set up the system to perform UPDRS.
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1.2 Problem
For home use and evaluating Parkinson’s Disease based on the UPDRS, these solutions fall short. Most
devices still do evaluate Parkinson’s Disease in a controlled environment, but many researchers and health
care professionals are pushing to automate this process [7, 8, 9, 10]. To monitor PD for medication adjust-
ment, a patient must continuously perform these choreographed exercises, which places a responsibility on
the user that one might consider unreliable.
1.3 Contributions
In this project, we create a device that will utilize patients daily actions instead of choreographed actions
to monitor and quantify Parkinson’s Disease symptoms based on part of the motor examination section of the
UPDRS. Our solution focuses on the monitoring and scoring of tremors using a patients normal movements
throughout their daily life. The solution consists of a wearable device wirelessly connected to a gateway.
The wearable device monitors the patient with sufficient precision and sends the information to the gateway
on which it can perform a more thorough analysis and define tremors. With our solution, researchers will
be able to better understand the patterns and causes of PD tremors which could help patients continue living
their daily lives with confidence. Furthermore, this can ultimately be extended to monitoring and evaluating
all other tremors.
2
Chapter 2
System Overview
2.1 System Architecture
Looking at figure 2.1, there are several different elements that make up the entire system. At the heart
of the system are elements 1 and 2, which both reside in the home of the patient. Element 1 is a wearable
device that the patient wears on their arm for a duration of the day. This device is responsible for collecting
the raw data, performing some preprocessing, and transferring the information to element 2. Element 2 is
a networking device that collects the raw information from the wearable device and performs more intense
analyses on the code; producing the UPDRS scores for the user’s condition. Element 3 acts as a data storage
system that will hold all of the patient information that the wearable collects as well as the analysis of the raw
data. Element 5 is a personal computer where the appropriate amount of information can be viewed by the
client. For instance, a personal computer at the patients home would be able to view the UPDRS scores while
a physician’s computer would be able to view the raw data as well as the automated UPDRS scores. However,
in order to promote simplicity for the patient, it is optional for the patient to have a computer. Element 4 is
the Internet infrastructure, which is used to transfer patient data from the patient’s home.
For the current scope of the project, we are currently focusing on the design and development of elements
1, 2, and 3 as shown in figure 2.1.
The architecture for this system holds both elements of both a data-centric architecture as well as a client-
server architecture. The wearable device and the networking device together form a type of client-server
architecture because both sides will be doing a considerable amount of processing. The personal computer
clients that interact with the networking device behaves more as a data-centric architecture, since the personal
computers will mainly be subscribing to the information on the gateway and not performing any intense
processing with it.
3
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of UPDA System
2.2 Customer Needs
We conducted a wide variety of research in order to gauge the potential market and determine customer
needs. We read publications to familiarize ourselves with the current state of the market, and then we began
to survey Parkinson’s Disease physicians and patients to answer any further questions and concerns [11, 6, 2].
We used equation 2.1 to calculate our opportunity to satisfy different customer needs and it is presented in
Table 2.1.
Opportunity = 2 ∗ Importance − S atis f action (2.1)
Table 2.1: Customer Needs and Opportunity
Customer Desired Outcomes Importance Satisfaction Opportunity
Monitor PD Periodically 10 3 17
Automatic UPDRS Scoring 10 0 20
Better Diagnosis Between ET and PD 8 2 14
More Accessible UPDRS Testing 5 3 7
Open Source Tremor Data for Research 7 5 9
Long-Term Tremor Monitoring 8 2 14
Freeze of Gait Detection 10 3 17
Low-Cost Solutions for Tremor Management 10 6 14
2.3 System Level Requirements
From our research and exploration of customer needs, we determined our system level requirements for
the basis of this project.
1. Automated UPDRS Evaluation
1.1. Assess Parkinson’s Disease tremors based on several tests from the UPDRS Motor examination
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without the immediate presence of a physician. The tests performed are as follows:
• UPDRS 3.4 Finger Taps
• UPDRS 3.5 Hand Movements
• UPDRS 3.15 Postural Tremor of Hands
• UPDRS 3.16 Kinetic Tremor of Hands
• UPDRS 3.17 Rest Tremor Amplitude
• UPDRS 3.18 Constancy of Rest Tremor
1.2. The system will assess tremors noted in requirement 1.1 by analyzing the patient’s regular daily
actions in the home or identifying choreographed test on its own.
2. Usability
2.1. The wearable portion of the system will be worn on the patient and collect data without inhibiting
the patient’s regular movements during their daily routines.
2.2. The system will require the minimum effort on the part of both the patient and doctor for setup,
running, and maintenance.
3. Environment
3.1. The system will run in either a hospital environment or a home environment
3.2. The system will focus on energy efficiency during through both the design of the software and
hardware.
4. Reporting
4.1. The system must evaluate raw data and produce UPDRS scores by the end of the recommended
period which the system is utilized by the patients.
4.2. The system will store and display raw data, the extracted features from the raw data, and unsu-
pervised UPDRS scores.
4.3. The patient’s data will be treated with the appropriate levels of confidentiality during inter-system
communication as well as from the patient’s system to a doctor’s/researcher’s system.
2.4 Bench-marking Results
There has been a resurgence of interest for better monitoring the health of patients [6, 12]. These pro-
fessionals have reviewed all devices in publications regarding the measurement and evaluation of different
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Parkinson’s Disease symptoms. When reviewing and evaluating each device, the researchers look at several
different features of the use of these devices to categorize them into several categories from best to worst:
recommended, suggested, and listed. Of the devices in the recommended category, two devices were cited
that are capable of measuring tremors [6].
2.4.1 Kinesia
Kinesia is a hybrid device, meaning that it requires both a wearable device as well as a remote computer to
perform its measurement and evaluation procedures on a patient. To measure a patient’s Parkinsonian tremors,
the Kinesia uses accelerometers and gyroscopes built into a ring, which communicates with a computer on a
wristband. Figure 2.2 shows an image of one of the older models with the finger ring. This ring, accompanied
with a bracelet, can be used to measure and quantify tremors. This device then transmits the data to a
local computer. This device is geared towards quantifying tremors, assessing dyskinesia, and quantifying
bradykinesia [6].
Great Lakes NeuroTechnologies offers several different versions of the Kinesia device for both home
monitoring as well as for clinical trials. The device has reported oustanding performance, but has received
poor user acceptance, since 45 percent of users have noted that they would not wear the devices in public [6].
Additionally the system in place for UPDRS scoring requires a tablet to be set up and controlled, which may
be difficult for someone with advanced PD.
Figure 2.2: Kinesia Hybrid Wearable Device
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2.4.2 Physilog
The Physilog is a wearable device that focuses on measuring gait, sway, tremor, and bradykinesia [6].
It utilizes an inertial measurement unit embedded within a small container, that can be strapped to several
different locations on the patient depending on the type of measurement that is required. Figure 2.3 shows an
image of the most recent Physilog sensor attached to a user’s foot to model gait.
The Physilog device is commonly used to detect gait features in patients, but has been used to determine
tremor. Furthermore, this device has been used in a study to measure and quantify tremor and bradykinesia
with successful results. While the results are impressive, the daily actions that are measured still seem con-
strained. The Physilog device additionally provides application programming interfaces (APIs), which allow
the user a finer level of control of the device, making it suitable for research.
Figure 2.3: Physilog Wearable Device
2.5 Functional Analysis
This system has several subsystems that together are responsible for the collection of raw data and gen-
eration of UPDRS scores. Figure 2.4 shows a visual of the pipeline and the ordering of the subsystems. The
wearable subsystem will be responsible for the collection of raw data from the patient. The server subsystem
is responsible for collecting the raw data from the wearable and preparing the data for filtration. The filtration
subsystem then uses the raw data to synthesize new features, which are used for the position determination
and scoring subsystems. The position determination examines the data for key sampling periods, which could
determine a score. The scoring subsystem then takes the information generated from the other subsystems
and produces a score and a score report.
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Device Subsystem Server Subsystem Signal ProcessingSubsystem Scoring Subsystem
Machine Learning
Subsystem
Figure 2.4: UPDA System Pipeline
2.5.1 Functional Decomposition
This subsection describes all of the functions as well as the required sub functions for each. These
functions will be described more in detail within each of the subsystem chapters to which they belong.
1. Data Collection
1.1. I2C communication with MPU 9250
1.2. Analog sampling from Myoware sEMG
1.3. Interrupt driven sampling
1.4. Instance data buffering
1.5. Instance data storage
2. Data Transfer
2.1. Extract data from storage
2.2. 802.15.4 Packet preparation and fragmentation of data
2.3. Packet transmission and attempted QoS over radio
2.4. Packet reception, de-fragmentation, and server storage
2.5. Patient profile preparation
3. Signal Analysis
3.1. Pipeline triggering and initialization
3.2. Data retrieving and matrix formation
3.3. Synthesized Data Storage
3.4. Mahony Filtration
3.5. Low-pass Filter
3.6. Bandpass Filter
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3.7. Gravity Filter
3.8. Hampel Filter
4. Position Determination
4.1. Logistic Regression Weight Generation
4.1.1. Sliding Window Training Samples
4.1.2. Finger Tap Posture Recognition
4.1.3. Finger Tap Interruption Posture Recognition
4.1.4. Hand Movement Posture Recognition
4.1.5. Hand Movement Interruption Posture Recognition
4.2. Testing
4.2.1. Finger Tap Posture Counts
4.2.2. Finger Tap Interruption Posture Counts
4.2.3. Hand Movement Posture Counts
4.2.4. Hand Movement Interruption Posture Counts
5. Scoring
5.1. Finger Tap Scoring
5.2. Hand Movement Scoring
5.3. Positional Tremor Scoring
5.4. Kinetic Tremor Scoring
5.5. Resting Tremor Scoring
5.6. Constancy of Tremor Scoring
6. Reporting
6.1. PDF Generation
6.2. PDF Merging
6.3. PDF Feature Addition
6.3.1. Dynamic Image Addition
6.3.2. Dynamic Text Addition
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2.5.2 Device Subsystem
The device subsystem is responsible for the collection and transfer of the patient’s raw data. This subsys-
tem uses embedded electronics attached to a glove to monitor a patient’s data. The glove transfers raw data to
the server where it is used to produce UPDRS scores. The device measures patient activity using four inertial
measurement units (IMUs) and one surface electromyography (sEMG). These sensors will all be sampled
and sent for processing via a microcontroller (MCU) that will be stationed on the console of the device.
2.5.3 Server Subsystem
The server subsystem is responsible for the integration between the wearable device and the subsystems
that score a patient’s data. The server is able to currently form a link with a device and store patient data
transferred from it. At the user’s request, the data is then sent to the pipeline for processing.
2.5.4 Signal Analysis Subsystem
The signal analysis subsystem is responsible for processing raw data and preparation of the signals for the
machine learning and scoring subsystems. The raw signals are filtered to reduce noise or focus on specific
frequencies. This subsystem is also used to synthesize new features such as orientation, which are essential
for scoring.
2.5.5 Machine Learning Subsystem
The Machine Learning Subsystem is responsible for recognizing and quantifying certain significant ac-
tions that occur in a patient’s daily movements that help to establish a UPDRS score. Particularly, it focuses
on the first two tests, Finger Taps and Hand Movement. Our system uses a machine learning algorithm to
estimate whether or not a patient performs a certain qualifying action without the need for choreographed
movements. The role of the machine learning subsystem is to classify a patient’s normal movements into
different categories representative of separate Machine Learning Models. We train the models using a variety
of different Machine Learning methods and test the results to see which model gives us the best results.
2.5.6 Scoring Subsystem
The scoring subsystem is responsible for gathering the data from the previous subsystems and utilizing
them to generate a UPDRS score. Additionally, the scoring subsystem carries the reporting functionality,
which pulls the results from the scoring subsystem and the original data to generate reports.
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2.6 Team and Project Management
This section describes the organization of the team and project management strategies implemented to
make the project go smoothly.
2.6.1 Challenges and Constraints
This project was extremely ambitious, and as a result time management of our project was arguably one
of the most challenging aspects. Given the short development period, we had to spend our time in such a way
where we could quickly test our project.
Additionally, several of the subsystem relied on the device subsystem performing during the early stages
of development, which was extremely stressful. The short development time span required conflicted greatly
with the research based nature of the project, limiting our abilities to conduct more thorough tests or gather
enough data to improve our algorithms.
One of the biggest management tasks we had were to ensure that the deliverable for both the Bioengi-
neering Department and Computer Science and Engineering Department were satisfied.
2.6.2 Budget
Our main consumption of the budget is based mainly of hardware for development as well as materials
for human testing. The detailed budget plan is listed in table 1.
2.6.3 Timeline
In figure 3, is a description of the project’s timeline over the fall of 2017, winter of 2018, and spring of
2018. Each quarter has a set of deliverables that must be delivered throughout the quarter. Alongside each
deliverable are different technical tasks that must also be completed.
There are three general stages that make up the development of the project. The first stage will involve the
prototyping and testing of the wearable device, which will take place during the Fall as well as over Winter
break. Alongside wearable prototyping, we will start algorithm prototyping, which will produce pseudo code
for the all the important algorithms in the system during winter break. The second stage during the winter
quarter will include the connection of the wearable device to the server for analysis and begin the process of
integration. While this is happening the wearable prototype will be used to start collecting data to test and
improve the performance of the server-side algorithms. The third stage, during the spring quarter, all of the
different features of the system will be put together and tested from end to end. If there is time available,
further tests and optimizations will continue on the project to improve accuracy and efficiency.
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2.6.4 Risks and Mitigations
We created a risk analysis table in order to evaluate each risk that could occur during the development
process. This table includes the consequence, probability, severity, impact, and method to mitigate each
individual risk.
Implementation Risks
Implementation risks originate during the implementation period that can affect or compromise the project.
Figure 2.5: Risk Analysis Table
Technological Risks
Technological risks originate as a result of the utilization of the different technologies in the system.
Risk Consequences Probability Severity Impact Mitigation
Battery Failure Harms Patient or System 0.01 10 0.1 Prioritize patient safety over performance
Inaccurate Sensor 
Readings
System cannot 
perform adequate 
diagnostics
0.4 5 2
Create robustness in sensor data 
through sampling, multiple, and placing 
importance on high-quality sensors
Wearable Hardware 
Failure
System cannot read 
data 0.2 7 1.4
Have the system die gracefully and have 
extra hardware on hand for backup 
during development
Networking 
Hardware Failure
System cannot 
communicate data 0.2 7 1.4
Have the system die gracefully and have 
extra hardware on hand for backup 
during development
Poor Network 
Connectivity
System cannot 
communicate data to 
doctors or 
researchers
0.4 4 1.6
Design the system in a way that both 
endpoints with opportunistically connect 
with each other.
Figure 2.6: Technological Risk Analysis Table
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User Risks
User risks involve different potential errors that can arise if the patient misuses the system or is harmed
by the system. This also includes users such as the doctors and researchers that may be reading information
from this system.
Figure 2.7: User Risk Analysis Table
2.6.5 Team management
This sections describes the different strategies employed to manage our team. This section includes
discuession of the general team dynamic and our method for coordinating development.
Team Dynamic
The team dynamic is best described as democratic and centralized, which most suits the work ethic and
communication. Having a democratic and centralized team means that each person can contribute their ideas
to the group freely, but there is one member driving the conversation usually to make sure that the group does
not go off track.
Development Method
Due to the device-driven nature of the project, we utilize a combination of Scrum and Kanban develop-
ment methodologies to finish work. More specifically, the team performs weekly sprints, where each sprint’s
tasks and progress are recorded on a Kanban board. Appendix figure 4, shows a week’s sprint organized on a
Kanban board on Github. For each weekly sprint, the team meets three times outside of personal work. The
first day of the week it to take care of all the ”housekeeping”. The first day the team checks the progress from
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last week’s sprint and creates a new sprint for the upcoming week. The second day is a light work day, where
the team meets up to discuss important design decisions or work out small bits of the project. All major work
for the project happens on the third day, when the team meets for a five-hour work session for coding and
device development.
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Chapter 3
Wearable Device Subsystem
The wearable device subsystem is responsible for the collection and transfer of a patient’s raw data for
UPDRS scoring. As seen in figure 3.1, the device has a glove element and a console element. The glove
element houses the IMUs, which track orientation. The console portion houses the sEMG for monitoring
muscular activity, the radio, the MCU, and the rest of the main circuitry required for the system to work.
Figure 3.1: Wearable Device Prototype v3
3.1 Subsystem Requirements
• Measure inertial and orientation data of the patient’s fingers with a precision of at least two-hundredths,
to evaluate all required finger tests.
• Measure raw sEMG information of the patient’s forearm to provide another layer of information to
measure and evaluate all specified MDS-UPDRS tests.
• Successfully transfer information from the wearable device to the server end securely with minimal
loss in packets, so that data can be processed on the server end.
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• Wearable device and server should follow standards associated with first class medical devices.
• Sensor placement should be non-intrusive for a patient performing regular daily activities.
• Wearable system and server should require minimal effort for setup, initialization, use, and maintenance
on the part of both the patient and the clinician.
• Wearable system must be conservative with battery consumption while in use.
3.2 Trade-offs
This section examines the different design decisions made for the device subsystem and their implications
on system performance.
3.2.1 Method of Patient Monitoring
There several methods that have been explored by other teams to monitor and collect a patient’s health
data [6]. These methods are divided depending on the distance and level of interaction with the user. The
main examples of long-distance forms of measurement such as cameras. An example of closer proximity
sensors would include any type of wearable sensor or device.
The system requires the capability to collect a continuous stream of information from Parkinsonian
tremors through the patient’s day. Using a long distance measuring device does not inhibit the user, but
it is impractical for continuous data collection when the user is not constrained by area. Furthermore, the use
of long distance data has a tendency to be less accurate than desired for medical diagnostics. A comfortable
wearable is constantly on the patient, meaning it can continuously stream data for analysis and due to its
close-proximity has a higher likelihood for more accurate measurements.
3.2.2 Method of Wireless Communication
A major feature of the system is the form of communication used to send the data between the device and
the server. Wireless communication is used to ensure no restrictions on the patient’s movement. The three
most popular technologies for wireless transfer are 802.11 (WiFi), 802.15.4, and 802.15.1 (Bluetooth).
The common use case for the system would likely be a patient wearing the device in home, which com-
municates with a local router to talk to a server. We determined that the system should choose a technology
that supports medium range distances reliably with a sufficient data rate.
802.15.1, while capable of transferring data sufficiently, is only effective at low powers at a close prox-
imity. Consequently, 802.15.1 was removed from further consideration. Figure 3.1 compares 802.15.4 and
802.11 in terms of range, the data transfer rate, and the power consumption. While 802.11 can support more
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data this feature would come at the cost of extremely high power consumption, which is not ideal for a wire-
less medical device. Each sample is close to the carrying capacity of an 802.15.4 packet, and the system is
willing to accept the the possibility of some packet fragmentation at the benefit of much more efficient power
consumption.
Table 3.1: 802.15.4 versus 802.11
Range Data Rate Relative Power Consumption
802.15.4 20m 54 mb/sec high
802.11 100m 250 kb/sec low
3.2.3 External Storage
The device must be capable of reliable communication with another computer over a local network, but
in the case of unreliable connections the device should be able to save data. Instead of throwing away useful
data in this event, the micro controller should be able to save the data on a permanent storage device and
send it to the other computer once the connection is re-established. Since the system relies on having detailed
measurements on the patient’s actions, every opportunity for data salvation should be taken.
3.2.4 Microcontroller
The microcontroller (MCU) coordinates all the other hardware elements on the wearable. Specifically,
the device uses an ARM Cortex-M4 MCU (Kinetis, MK66FX1M0VMD18), which uses a RISC-based ar-
chitecture with a normal clock rate at around 180MHz. Using interrupt-based timers, the MCU is capable
of sampling data in real-time reliably while maintaining a low power profile. Any major computations are
passed off to the server, allowing the device to focus mainly on sampling and power consumption.
For prototyping simplicity, the ARM MCU is built into the Teensy 3.6, which comes with several addi-
tional advantages. This device is compatible with Arduino programming files, meaning that we can develop
the software for the device in a similar environment. The Teensy also has attached a built-in micro SD card
interface, providing easy external storage, which is essential for the device prototype for data collection and
logging.
3.3 Design
This section will describe the design of the device as well as analyze these designs to understand their
implications. First we will discuss the general design of the system in terms of circuitry, physical design,
and code. Then we explore how much data we send, and the costs of sending data over the 802.15.4 radio.
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Finally we will explore the limitations of the device in terms of energy usage, and how this can be extended
using code.
3.3.1 Physical Design
We are focused on patients from all stages of Parkinson’s Disease, so we picked a glove design for the
device to reduce the interference between the user’s actions and the device.
The UPDA system focuses on data collection to evaluate finger and arm based UPDRS tests. These tests
require the detection of several actions including the movement of individual fingers and position of the entire
hand. Specifically, these tests require the detection of several actions: pointer finger and thumb pinch, hand
close, hand reaching straight out.
We mounted our sensors onto a glove in order to best cover important actions without interfering with
the patient’s intentional movement. On the glove four inertial measurement units (IMUs) were placed on
the proximal phalanges of the thumb, the index finger, ring finger, and the dorsum of the palm (Figure 3.2).
Separate from the glove is a additional sensor for sEMG, placed on the patient’s forearm to measure muscular
activity.
Surface EMGInertialMeasurement Unit 
Figure 3.2: Conceptual Model for Wearable Device Sensor Placement. Inertial Measurement Units are placed
on the dorsum of the palm, the thumb, the pointer finger, and the ring finger. The surface EMG is placed on
the muscle belly of the forearm.
3.3.2 Circuit
In the appendices, figure 1 shows the current circuit design of the device. The battery is connected to the
Teensy microcontroller, which powers and communicates with the rest of the hardware.
Figure 3.3 displays the relationships and connections between the different hardware. The Teensy collects
information for the sEMG over an analog input, which passes the analog information through an 13-bit analog
to digital converter, making it usable by the MCU. The IMU sensors has to communicate with the MCU over
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two I2C buses to ensure that each sensor has its own unique address. Each sensor can only assume two
different addresses, meaning that two I2C busses are necessary in order to speak with each sensor without
confusion. To ensure reliable signals, a pull-up resistor is added to each clock and signal.
The Teensy communicates with the 802.15.4 radio over an Universal Asynchronous Transmitter and
Reciever (UART), which requires only a transmission bus and a receiving bus. However, in addition to
wiring the radio, it must be first configured before it can be used correctly. Both the MCU and the radio must
agree on a baud rate with which to communicate. In the event that the two hardwares do not share the same
baud rate, transmitted data will likely look like gibberish from the receiving end.
While this device is functional when plugged into a 5 volt power supply, the Teensy has repeatedly
had problems reading and writing to its micro SD interface while on 3.7 volts. After some research, we
have learned from other developers that the circuitry regarding detection of the micro SD card is fragile and
unstable at lower voltages. In the future, we full expect to adjust this circuitry to avoid this problem.
802.15.4
Radio
sEMG 
Inertial
Measurement
Unit 
Micro SD  Microcontroller
I2C
ADC
UART
Figure 3.3: Hardware Architecture for UPDA Glove
3.3.3 Code
For the phase one prototype, the device behavior is defined best as a simple producer-consumer system.
Figure 3.4 shows how the device supports a sampling mode for data collection and a transfer mode to data
transmission. The user can select which mode to be in by pressing the button on the wearable device, which
will cause an interrupt in the MCU which then switches modes.
Sampling Mode
After the device has been turned on and all of the hardware has been initialized successfully, the MCU
creates a circular buffer for samples. The circular buffer, is implemented specifically as a queue. The cir-
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cular nature of this specific queue means that the buffer is more efficient is how it stores and removes its
information.
Once the circular buffer has been created, microcontroller creates a timer interrupt for the sensor interrupt
service routine, which forces the microcontroller to read information from its sensors every one-hundredth
of a second and store the information into the buffer. The main thread of the MCU will continuously remove
items from the circular buffer and store them on the micro SD card to ensure no data is lost by performing
real-time data transfer.
Transfer Mode
When the patient has finished collecting data, the patient presses the button again to switch the device
back into transfer mode. In transfer mode, the device searches through its permanent storage to see if any
data has been collected. If data is found and the device is online, the device will initialize the data transmission
session with the server. The explicit protocols defined for this interaction are defined in the design section of
the server subsystem.
Before sending data, the device has to prepare it for transmission. In order to do this, the device parses
the raw text and extracts the data needed to create a new packet to send to the server. The device will
then attempt to send the packet to the server and wait for an acknowledgement. If no acknowledgement is
received, the device will wait half a second before continuing to re-send the packet for an acknowledgement.
After one-hundred tries, the radio will assume that the link between the server and the device is down, and the
device will save the transmission of packets for the next time it has linked with the server. While the device
is in transfer mode but cannot find the server, the device will sleep and wake up occasionally to broadcast,
searching for a local server.
Power Consumption Behavior
The device has employed energy saving strategies to extend the lifetime by turning off different elements
of the device when they are not in use. For instance, the device will turn off the radio while in sampling
mode and while in transfer mode, the device will turn off the IMUs. However, if there is no data to send, the
device will turn off the MCU and the IMUs until the user decides to collect more data. Equation 3.4 estimates
the battery life of the device where each hardware element is idle, which provides a good upper limit to the
performance of the device. While testing the lifetime based on normal usage of the device, we can estimate
that the actual lifetime of the device will fall somewhere between the two extremes calculations.
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Figure 3.4: Behavior of UPDA Device
3.3.4 Analyses
For the wearable part of the subsystem, there were different analyses done to measure the longevity of the
device as well as its capabilities to transfer the information it has collected.
Bits Transferred Per Packet
An important element to this system is the 802.15.4 radio, which can only transfer 250 kilobits per second.
In addition, each sample packet transferred requires additional frame data to encapsulate the information and
coordinate transfer, reducing the available bits down even further. Given that the system must sample at least
100 Hz, calculations must be done to ensure that the information transferred will fit these restrictions.
In total, a device has four inertial measurement units (IMU) and one surface electromyographic sen-
sor(sEMG). Each IMU produces nine features that are deemed necessary for transfer and each sEMG pro-
duces two features. Given that the sEMG features are integers and the IMU features are floats, figure 3.2 can
be used to calculate the size of a payload per packet. Given that we are producing 118,400 bits per second,
our 802.15.4 radio should be able to handle the transfer of the data over the radios.
Payload(bits) = (2 × 16) + 3 × 4 × (3 × 32) = 1, 184( bits
sample
) (3.1)
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Payload(
bits
sec
) = 1, 184(
bits
sample
) × 100( sample
sec
) = 118, 400(
bits
sec
) (3.2)
Table 3.2: Data Type Sizes on Teensy
Data Type Size (Bits) Size (Bytes)
float 32 4
int 16 2
char 8 1
Device Lifetime
Since the device is interested in the measurement of symptoms over a period of time, it is important
to analyze and estimate the lifetime of the device to increase our ability to collect data points. Automatic
UPDRS scoring requires for the continuous sampling of Parkinsonian symptoms over a long time to increase
the probability that testable actions will occur.
Table 3.3: Approximate Power Consumption of Major Wearable Hardware
Device Active Current Draw Idle Current Draw
Teensy 3.6 79.13 mA 60 mA
XBee S1 50.0 mA 10 µA
MPU 9250 3.7 mA 8 µA
sEMG 14 mA N/A
2500mAh
79.13mA + 50mA + 14.8mA + 14mA
= 15.738h (3.3)
2500mAh
60mA + 0.010mA + 0.032mA + 14mA
= 33.76h (3.4)
Given a lithium ion battery rated at 3.7 volts and 2500 milliamp hours and figure ?? showing the opera-
tional current of each device, we can calculate for the total lifetime of the device assuming that all aspects of
hardware are running constantly.
According to calculation 3.3, the system should be able to last fifteen hours running constantly, which
matches the systems needs in terms of longevity to collect enough data. To further extend the lifetime, the
system can be optimized to save power and use costly hardware like the radio sparingly.
Assuming that the device is constantly asleep, we calculate a best case performance of approximately
thirty three hours for the system as seen in equation 3.4. The actual lifetime of the device will contain a
mixture of active power consumption and idle power consumption. Therefore the expected lifetime should
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be somewhere between approximately fifteen hours and thirty three hours. Since we expect only to measure
information for a couple of hours a day, this battery life will definitely be suffiencient for use.
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Chapter 4
Server Subsystem
The server subsystem manages the interaction between the device subsystem, the signal processing sub-
system, the machine learning subsystem, and the scoring subsystem. The primary goal of the server subsys-
tem is to receive the device’s data and transform it into a suitable format for the pipeline to initiate automatic
UPDRS scoring.
Figure 4.1: Screenshot of UPDA Server Console. Customized console displaying all the user-defined com-
mands for server control
4.1 Subsystem Requirements
• Hosts a 802.15.4 server which can receive information sent from a specific wearable device.
– The server can respond acknowledge device messages
– Capable of combining fragmented messages sent from the device.
– The server has the ability to differentiate between different sets of data produced by devices.
• The server can be customized for research use and further development.
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• The server can be tested in the event of wireless failure
– The server can generate patient profiles by loading the micro SD card into the computer
• The server can perform automated UPDRS scoring on a patient’s profile
4.2 Trade-offs
This section discusses the pros and cons involving different data transfer strategies and server choice.
Data Transfer
A big factor for how the information will be processed is determined by how the information will be
transferred from the wearable device to other computers. Usually a device can either communicate over a
wired connection or a wireless connection. The use of a physical connection in this system would be feasible,
but limits a patient’s freedom, which is important for a patient to perform daily actions.
The wireless connection is more desirable for several reasons. A wireless communication has a much
longer range without inhibiting the user. The data collected can be sent at periodic times during the patients
use instead of at the very end, reducing the amount of work the patient has to do.
As a result, the devices chosen for this system must support wireless communication. Since the 802.15.4
communication standard is being used for this project, a 802.15.4 compatible server will be used to commu-
nicate with the wearable device.
Server Choice
A big trade-off in the design consequently came from the choice of using an 802.15.4 radio connected
to a laptop as a server versus an Artik gateway. We have decided that while using the Artik gateway would
serve as a more realistic application of the device, the laptop would allow for better development flexibility
for debugging and testing.
4.3 Design
This section will describe the design of the server. For the purposes of this proof of concept, the design
of the server has been kept fairly simple. The server hardware consists of a radio and a laptop interfacing
together using the USB protocol. The laptop is running a server program, which triggers callback functions
when the radio receives incoming messages. When a message is received the server unpacks the packets and
passes them into the pipeline for UPDRS scoring.
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4.3.1 Analyses
This section provides supporting calculations of the specifications of the system, details of its analysis, as
well as the results of the system.
4.3.2 Code
The server code is responsible for receiving any incoming transmissions from the device and pass them
onto the pipeline for processing as seen in figure 4.3. The server is written in Python so that we could utilize
the many quality data processing APIs designed for Python.
Console Graphical User Interface
To improve the ease of use of the server, we decided to add a command line interface, that will allow a
user to initialize different parts of the server for testing and gather statistics on the data. Figure 4.1 shows the
command line interface and table 4.1 explains all the current commands available currently.
Table 4.1: UPDA Server Console Commands
Command Description
start start a subroutine (start server/process)
exit exits the console
test command to easily test new code features
list list specified items. ex: list patients
load load data from the sd card and write to the server
stat produce statistics about the previous server run time
help description of how to use the commands
Included in the server software is a Console class, which enables a programmer who is knowledgeable in
Python to design a basic console with any command necessary. In the future, researchers can use these simple
classes to collect data and perform functions required by their processes, instead of feeling constrained by
any server API set in place.
Communication Protocols
In order for the server and the device to communicate effectively about data transfer, we used a simple
protocol to establish connections, signal incoming new data, and the end of a patient’s data session. Figure
4.2 shows how information is placed into the 100 byte 802.15.4 packet.
After the header, the first byte of the packet sends is the method, which defines what type of information
is being sent. The methods are: broadcast, new data, continue data, and payload.
The device sends the ”broadcast” method when the device wants to connect with a local server and then
waits for an acknowledgement to notify the device that it is connected. A ”new data” method or ”continue
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data” method is sent if the device is attempting to transfer a new set of data sampled by the patient or continue
sending an unfinished set of data. Finally, the device sends the ”payload” method whenever sending patient
data.
The second byte, ”Device ID”, specifies the identification number of the device. This allows the server to
differentiate between messages from different devices. Since the server only supports one device at a time at
the moment, other device messages will be dropped if it is already linked with a device.
The third field, ”Payload ID”, identifies the packet sent. This is important because in order for a sample
to be transferred to the server, it must be fragmented due to the 100 byte constraint on the radio’s payload.
The server then uses the payload ID to combine fragmented packets back together on the server side. In the
payload field, all of the sampling data is encoded into the payload using bits to preserve as much space as
possible.
802.15.4 Header Method Device ID* Payload ID* Payload*
0 1 2 3 100
Figure 4.2: 802.15.4 Payload Packet Organization
Server Processing
The first portion of the server is responsible for listening to the 802.15.4 radio for incoming packets. To
do so, a thread is created that utilizes a callback function, triggering each time a new packet comes in.
When a first broadcast packet is sent by the device, the server acknowledges the broadcast to tell the device
that it will process its data. The server then will create a new data structure to monitor the link between the
device in question and the server. When the device sends a packet with the ”new data” method, the server
will create a new patient profile for the device’s data to be stored into. Patient profiles are stored as folders
with the patient’s identification number, which store all of the files pertaining to the data of that patient. At
the new arrival of a payload packet, the server thread de-fragments the packets and extracts the floating point
numbers from the binary encoding. While extracting the data, the server will also estimate the orientation
of the patient’s hand using the Mahony filter, given the position data at hand. All the extracted data is then
stored on disk in a text file in the patient’s profile.
Pipeline
After the data from the device has been collected, the server will then pass it through the pipeline to
perform automatic UPDRS scoring.
The server code serves as the entryway into the entire data processing pipeline. In the appendices, figure
4.3 shows the pipeline process. The server waits for information from the wearable device. Once it receives
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Figure 4.3: Data Processing Pipeline on Server
the sampling data it will be passed through several functions to filter the signal to evaluate PD tremors.
To pass the data through each filter, a Pipeline Manager object is created. The Pipeline Manager class
defines an extra thread, which is assigned a patient profile to score. Since Pipeline Managers are threads, it is
possible of the infrastructure to score multiple patients at a time, which will improve the platform’s scalability.
The Pipeline Manager thread first takes the patient’s raw data and pass several specific channels of interest
through the low pass filter. Next, the manager passes all raw data and generated data through the posture
determination module, which utilizes the machine learning subsystem to determine important positions for
UPDRS scoring. After this, the Pipeline Manager passes the rest of the data through gravity filter, the hampel
filter, and the bandpass filter to produce the final results. Finally, the Pipeline Manager calls the scoring
algorithm, which pulls data produced from all the different filters and produces a score that is recorded by the
reporting module.
File Per Filter Philosophy
While processing filters, we made the explicit choice to produce a new file the patient’s profile for each
filter used. Alternatively we can reduce the amount of hard disk space we use by storing all of the new data
on RAM, where it can more easily be recalled when needed. For example, all of the filtered data produced
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from the lowpass filter would be stored in a file called ”lowpass.txt” under the patient’s profile on the server.
While storing all results on RAM may seem like a more efficient method initially, we believe that creating
new files for newly synthesized features is a better long-term option.
As the system grows, it will be required to process more and more data. Therefore it is important to adopt
the methodology of pulling information in from disk as needed instead of trying to extract all the data at once.
A patient’s synthesized data may eventually not even fit in RAM. Producing an output for each filter also has
proven to be an excellent debugging strategy. The outputs allow us to check the quality of each filter more
easily and determine if the algorithms are functioning to our standards or not. If data was instead only held
in RAM, we would likely need to write it to disk anyways to load and graph the data in MatLab.
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Chapter 5
Signal Manipulation and Analysis
5.1 Introduction
The goal for signal manipulation and analysis subsystem is to process all raw data collected from the
device to produce meaningful features, which could be further analyzed for diagnostics propose. In the scope
of this research, we aim on six tests from UPDRS, which cover fingers and hands movement. Therefore, we
need to process acceleration, angular velocity and sEMG readings on fingers and hands to generate features
that can help determine UPDRS scope of these six tests.
The first two tests are analyzing finger taps and hand movement, which requires the system to generate
features that can reflect patient’s desired movement without tremor. We first implemented a low-pass filter to
clear high frequency noise caused by patient’s tremor and device itself. In addition, we created a gravity filter
to correct raw acceleration, where gravity acceleration is added to the signal.
The other four tests are about different tremors and their constancy. We use positional data from previous
analysis and sEMG signals to differentiate the time of posture tremor, kinetic tremor, and resting tremor. We
designed a band-pass filter to isolate tremor signal to analyze amplitude and frequency. To obtain clear sEMG
signals, we use hampel filter to clean the outliers caused by poor contactability between sensors and skin.
5.2 Options
In this section, we will discuss key options and our choices we made for analyzing signals.
The first option we have is whether we should make the filters by electronic components or by algorithms.
The advantage with electronic filters is that they can perform real-time analysis and the performance is rela-
tively stable. However, they are not easy to alter and are not adjustable for customized design. On the other
hand, digital filters have the advantage of easy to edit and design for specific usage. In addition, there are
more options of digital filters for us to choose in order to perform different analysis. Therefore, we decided
to use digital filters in stead of electronic filters in our entire design.
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The second option for us is which digital filters we need to include in our design to fulfill the requirements.
We explored over ten different digital filters and finally decided to use low-pass filter, bandpass filter and
hampel filter to analyze our raw signals. Furthermore, we created a new filter algorithm called gravity filter
to adjust the gravity effect our raw acceleration.
5.3 Method
In this section, we will discuss the implementation of different filters, which produce key features to
perform UPDRS scoring. We designed four different filters to apply to different raw signals collected from
our sensors. We use a low-pass filter to prepare data for machine learning, a band-pass filter to identify
tremor, a gravity filter to correct gravity effect on acceleration, and a hampel filter to eliminate spikes on
sEMG signal.
5.3.1 Tremor Model
We currently have limited access to Parkinson’s Disease patients, so we create tremor model by inten-
tionally shaking hands by healthy patients. We must first validate the tremor data before using it for further
analysis and training our pattern recognition model. The frequency of a typical Parkinsonian rest tremor is
above 4 HZ and can reach 9 HZ [13]. We applied a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on measured data to analyze
our model tremor and determine whether our modelling is sufficiently accurate for further analysis.
5.3.2 Filter Design
We designed two digital filters to extract the desired signal from the raw data collected from glove. A
low-pass filter was designed to isolate the patient’s desired actions, meaning actions without tremors. Since
a typical Parkinsonian tremor is above 4 HZ [13], we set the the cut-off frequency to be 3 HZ and stopband
frequency to be 3-4 HZ. We choose the FIR instead of the IIR response filter for better performance on finite
samples because we perform data analysis after data collection. A band-pass filter was designed to isolate
tremor signal from raw data. We chose 3-7 HZ as our passband to include all tremor information from model
tremor we generated. The parameters of our preliminary filter designs are listed in table 5.1.
We use Filter Builder in MATLAB to build these two filters based on the parameters listed in table 5.1.
We then output the filter coefficients as a text file and import them it into server. We perform convolution
between the raw signal and the filter coefficient array to obtain filtered signal using the following equation:
(S ignal ∗ Filter)(t) =
∫ ∞
0
S ignal(τ) · Filter(t − τ)dτ (5.1)
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Table 5.1: Filter Parameters
Filter Low-pass Filter Band-pass Filter
Filter Type FIR FIR
Order Mode Minimum Minimum
Passband Frequency 0-3 HZ 3-7 HZ
Stopband Frequency 3-4 HZ 2-3 HZ; 7-8 HZ
Passband Ripple 0.1 dB 0.1 dB
Stopband Attenuation 80 dB 80 dB
5.3.3 Gravity Filter
Due to the limitation of the IMUs we are using, we do not have gravity acceleration in our raw signals.
We have to add gravitational acceleration to the measured acceleration to accurately describe the acceleration
caused by patient movements.
First, we use a Mahony filter (algorithm 1) to convert acceleration, angular velocity, and orientation
with respect to the earth’s magnetic field into orientation estimated represented in quaternion coordinates.
We then apply these calculated coordinates to a rotational matrix (equation 5.2) to convert the gravitational
acceleration vector into the IMU’s frame of reference.
g(x) = 2 ∗ (i ∗ k + j ∗ r) ∗G (5.2a)
g(y) = 2 ∗ ( j ∗ k − i ∗ r) ∗G (5.2b)
g(z) = (r2 − i2 − j2 + k2) ∗G (5.2c)
where
G = −9.81m/(s2) (5.2d)
Combining the measured acceleration and gravity acceleration, we obtain the actual acceleration as fol-
lows:
atrue(x, y, z) = ameasured(x, y, z) + g(x, y, z) (5.3)
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the Mahony Filter
Data: Q←−< Qr,Qi,Q j,Qk >, A←−< Ai, A j, Ak >, G ←−< Gi,G j,Gk >, M ←−< Mi,M j,Mk >, ∆t,
IntegralError ←−< IntegralErrori, IntegralError j, IntegralErrork >, Ki, Kp
Result: r, i, j, k
error =←− normalizeAcceleration(A);
if error == true then
return;
end
error =←− normalizeMagnetometer(M);
if error == true then
return;
end
Hi,H j, Bi, B j ←− f indRe f erenceDirection();
estimateGravityDirection(A);
estimateMagneticFieldDirection(M);
Errori, Error j, Errork = calculateError(A, M);
if Ki > 0 then
IntegralErrori ←− IntegralErrori + Errori;
IntegralError j ←− IntegralError j + Error j;
IntegralErrork ←− IntegralErrork + Errork;
else
IntegralErrori ←− 0;
IntegralError j ←− 0;
IntegralErrork ←− 0;
end
Feedbacki ←− Feedbacki + Kp × Errori + Ki × IntegralErrori;
Feedback j ←− Feedback j + Kp × Error j + Ki × IntegralError j;
Feedbackk ←− Feedbackk + Kp × Errork + Ki × IntegralErrork;
Q←− integrateRateO fChange(Q);
norm = normalizeQuaternion(Q);
r, i, j, k ←− Qr × norm,Qi × norm,Q j × norm,Qk × norm;
return r, i, j, k;
5.3.4 Hampel Filter
We use a Hampel filter [14] to remove the random spikes in sEMG recordings likely produced from poor
contact between the patient’s skin and the sEMG electrodes. The moving window size is chosen to be 17,
that is, we replace the outliers by the median of the neighbouring 8 data points to the left and to the right
respectively (equation 5.4).
mk = median{xk−8, . . . , xk, . . . , xk+8} (5.4)
5.4 Implementation
In this section, we will discuss how we implement the above filters in MATLAB.
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5.4.1 Digital Filters
We used signal processing toolbox to generate the code for the low-pass filter and bandpass filter. The
output of this code (MatLab Code Low-pass and Bandpass Filter) is a series of filter coefficients that could
be convoluted to function as digital filters. We import these coefficients into our server for further usage.
In our server, we use ’conv’ function from ’numpy’ library in python to perform low-pass filter and
bandpass filter on the raw signal. the detailed code is shown in Server Code - LowPassFilter.py and Server
Code - BandPassFilter.py
5.4.2 Gravity Filter
We first designed the Mahony filter in python base on algorithm 1). Then we use the quaternion data
genereated by Mahony filter to calculate the rotation matrix for gravitational acceleration by MATLAB (Mat-
Lab Code Gravity Filter). After we tested its performance, we implemented this filter in our server in python
as shown in Server Code - GravityFilter.py
5.4.3 Hampel Filter
We first use the ’hampel’ built-in function in MATLAB to test if this filter works for our sEMG signal. We
then changed the window size to obtain an optimized parameter for best performance. Then we implement
this filter to server in python with ’pandas’ library (Server Code - HampelFilter.py).
5.5 Supporting Analysis and Testing
In this section, we will discuss some of the prototyping results we obtained by methods we discussed
above. We tested all filters to check if they could meet the requirements. In general, our filters perform well
and could generate desired results.
5.5.1 Tremor Model
Our model tremor has a peak frequency at 6.8 HZ as shown in figure 5.1, which falls into the PD tremor
range of 4 HZ to 9 HZ. However, we did not find any clear second or higher order harmonics, which are
commonly shown in PD tremors [13]. It is difficult to mimic the harmonics by healthy patients. We decided
to continue using this model tremor for further analysis since it is sufficiently accurate for the scope of this
research.
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Figure 5.1: We performed FFT analysis on our tremor model. We obtained the peak frequency at 6.8 HZ.
5.5.2 Low-pass Filter
We used the low-pass filter designed by the method we described above and tested with a 300 seconds
signal. Figure 5.2 shows that our filtered signal is less noisy than the raw signal. We then used FFT frequency
analysis to test if the high frequency noise is efficiently cleared our by the filter. Figure 5.3 shows that all
high frequency components are eliminated by the low-pass filter.
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Figure 5.2: We used low-pass filter to analyze a sample signal. The filtered signal is less noisy than the raw
signal.
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Figure 5.3: We use FFT to analyze the filter performance. The high frequency components are eliminated by
the low-pass filter.
5.5.3 Bandpass Filter
We used the bandpass filter designed by the method we described above and tested with a 300 seconds
signal. Figure 5.2 shows that our filtered signal has no directional movement except the high frequency
tremor. We then used FFT frequency analysis to test if only desired frequency component is left in signal.
Figure 5.3 shows that we have only signals in frequency of 3 HZ to 7 HZ left in filtered signal.
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Figure 5.4: We used bandpass filter to analyze a sample signal. The filtered signal has no directional move-
ment except the high frequency tremor.
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Figure 5.5: We use FFT to analyze the filter performance. Only signals in frequency of 3 HZ to 7 HZ left in
filtered signal.
5.5.4 Gravity Filter
The performance of gravity filter is tested by putting our sensors on stable on a table and rotating the
sensors without moving their gravity center. With the gravity filter, the accumulated acceleration should be
close to 0. We used 400 seconds raw data for testing and the result is plotted in figure 5.6. We clearly showed
that our gravity filter can rectify raw data. The position of our sensors were altered between 100 s to 150 s
and the gravity filter performed well with different sensor position.
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Figure 5.6: Gravity Filter
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5.5.5 Hampel Filter
Since our hampel filter is specifically designed for the sEMG signal, we use a short sEMG signal to test
its performance. Figure 5.7 shows that our hampel filter could remove most of spikes caused by skin hair and
sEMG sensor.
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Figure 5.7: We tested our hampel filter on a sample sEMG signal. It removed most outliers.
5.5.6 Filter Efficiency
The efficiency of filters are determined by time consumption of filtration. It costs less than 0.2 seconds to
filter the entire 1 hour data, which means all filters are fast enough for real-time analysis implementation.
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Chapter 6
Machine Learning
Our system uses a machine learning algorithm in order to evaluate the patient’s condition without the
need for choreographed movements. The role of the machine learning subsystem is to determine significant
sampling moments during a patients daily activities and pass the relevant information needed to evaluate a
UPDRS score. We first gather the necessary data needed to train the model, then we train the model using
a variety of different Machine Learning methods and test the results to see which model gives us the best
results.
Overall, we have explored seven Machine Learning Models for our project. The first two models were
classification models, which are similar to regression models in the sense that they are both forms of super-
vised learning, however, classification is used to predict a discrete output while regression is used to predict
a continuous output. Our results with these two models were great, however, we realized that the model
contained a large bias, which made our results less trustworthy. We then tried Linear Regression and Ridge
Regression, not only in closed form, but also with gradient descent. These models were more accurate, how-
ever, the Linear Regression models had a tendency to overfit the training data, and the Ridge Regression
models had less bias but greater variance in predictions, which also made our results less trustworthy. Finally
we implemented Logistic Regression, which had a much better result than our previous models due to its
higher level of complexity.
6.1 Functional Requirements
• The Machine Learning algorithm must be able to recognize the movements associated with assessing
Parkinson Disease tremors based on the following two examinations taken from the the MDS-UPDRS
Motor Examination Section [3].
– UPDRS 3.4 Finger Taps
– UPDRS 3.5 Hand Movements
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• The system will assess these two tests by analyzing the patient’s regular daily actions in the home or
identifying choreographed test autonomously.
6.2 Non-functional Requirements
• The system will require the minimum effort on the part of both the patient and doctor for setup, running,
and maintenance.
• The system must evaluate raw data and produce UPDRS scores by the end of the recommended period
which the system is utilized by the patients.
6.3 Logistic Regression using Gradient Descent
0 ≤ hθ(x) ≤ 1
Figure 6.1: Our desired hypothesis lies between 0 and 1 because we want to evaluate/predict whether an
action occurred or not. Zero means that the model predicts the action did not occur and one means that the
model predicts the action did occur.
Sigmoid(x) =
1
1 + e−x
Figure 6.2: In order to map a continuous value between zero and one, we must use a function with an ’S’
shape and boundaries at zero and one. There are a few options for this function, but we decided to use the
Sigmoid function since it is the most commonly used.
hθ(x) = Sigmoid(θ
Tx)
Figure 6.3: Our hypothesis function takes an input of features x, and a vector of weights theta, performs a
matrix multiplication to combine the inputs and weights, then the Sigmoid function is applied to the resulting
matrix
J(θ) = − 1
m
[
m∑
i=1
y(i)loghθ(x
(i)) + (1− y(i))log(1− hθ(x(i)))]
Figure 6.4: Now we must derive our cost function. This function is often referred to as a loss function.
θj := θj − α ∂
∂θi
J(θ)
Figure 6.5: Next we take the derivative of our cost function with respect to theta in order to minimize our
cost.
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θj := θj − α
m∑
i=1
(hθ(x
i)− yi)xij
Figure 6.6: Using the minimized cost function, we can begin our gradient descent towards an optimized
solution by updating the weights at every iteration.
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Figure 6.7: This is a generalized graph to help conceptualize the way gradient descent works. We begin
by initializing random weights and then following the gradient by updating the weights until we have a
minimized cost function
6.4 Datasets and Models
Since there was no data to begin with, we built a device that accurately gathered data in order to use that
data to train a model to make good predictions about newfound data. We first performed many variations of
non-choreographed finger tap and hand grasp actions used in the UPDRS examination. Then we performed
many variations of the interruption action that occurs when one of the two previous actions are attempted but
not completed. This resulted in 4 categories: 1 Finger Taps, 2 Hand Grasps, 3 Finger Tap Interruptions, and 4
Hand Grasp Interruptions. These four actions seemed to take place in a range of frequencies, so we decided
to gather data at 4 different frequencies: 0.33Hz, 1Hz, 2Hz, and 3Hz. The product of these categories and
frequencies are 16 models that correspond to every possible combination of one of 4 categories with one of 4
frequencies:
• 1.1 Finger Taps at 0.33 Hz with a sampling period of 300 data instances
• 1.2 Hand Grasps at 0.33 Hz with a sampling period of 300 data instances
• 1.3 Finger Tap Interruptions at 0.33 Hz with a sampling period of 300 data instances
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• 1.4 Hand Grasp Interruption at 0.33 Hz with a sampling period of 300 data instances
• 2.1 Finger Taps at 1 Hz with a sampling period of 100 data instances
• 2.2 Hand Grasps at 1 Hz with a sampling period of 100 data instances
• 2.3 Finger Tap Interruptions at 1 Hz with a sampling period of 100 data instances
• 2.4 Hand Grasp Interruption at 1 Hz with a sampling period of 100 data instances
• 3.1 Finger Taps at 2 Hz with a sampling period of 50 data instances
• 3.2 Hand Grasps at 2 Hz with a sampling period of 50 data instances
• 3.3 Finger Tap Interruptions at 2 Hz with a sampling period of 50 data instances
• 3.4 Hand Grasp Interruption at 2 Hz with a sampling period of 50 data instances
• 4.1 Finger Taps at 3 Hz with a sampling period of 33 data instances
• 4.2 Hand Grasps at 3 Hz with a sampling period of 33 data instances
• 4.3 Finger Tap Interruptions at 3 Hz with a sampling period of 33 data instances
• 4.4 Hand Grasp Interruption at 3 Hz with a sampling period of 33 data instances
6.5 Implementation
6.6 Testing
We trained each of these models to recognize their respective patterns of movement hidden in a patient’s
daily activities. Quantifying these four actions in a data session allowed us to score the two UPDRS tests
described in the requirements by evaluating the ratio between completed actions and interruptions. However,
machine learning models only function as intended when enough quality data is available to train on. So
in order to maximize the quantity of our data, we developed a form of data manipulation that takes a single
session of gathered data and multiplies the number of instances by the sampling rate, thus resulting in a much
larger dataset that still contains unique instances.
In order to test the quality of our Machine Learning model, we train using a training dataset, then we test
its prediction accuracy using a different dataset, and compare the predictions with the actual values in order
to determine the error rate of our model. Since we were unable to gather patient data, we had to replicate the
tremor movement as best we could, and as a group of three, we trained off of two of our data sessions and
tests on the third so that the trained model would be tested on data it had never seen before.
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Total Data Session
Sample Size
Instance
Figure 6.8: We gathered 480 data samples and from that we generated 57,963 unique data samples.
16(models) × 3(sub jects/model) × 10(samples/sub ject) = 480(datasamples)
480/4 = 120
120 × 32 = 3, 840
120 × 49 = 5, 880
120 × 99 = 11, 880
120 × 299 = 35, 880
3, 840 + 5, 880 + 11, 880 + 35, 880 = 57, 480
57, 480 + 33 + 50 + 100 + 300 = 57, 963
Keep in mind, there are some cases where the results will be misleading, that is, if the model has overfit
the training data (this means that the model contains a large bias, and has possibly learned to recognize noise
as opposed to data). Therefore, we are using cross validation, feature removal, and regularization to ensure
that it is not overfitting the data. With these safety measures in place, we managed to reach an average
accuracy upwards of 90% for these two tests. Admittedly, the system would occasionally mistake a 1Hz
action with a 2Hz action, however, even in these test cases it would still quantify the action with minimum of
80% accuracy.
As we explore these Machine Learning models, we learn more about the information hidden within our
data. We firmly believe that our idea’s feasibility has been verified in the sense that a Machine Learning
algorithm is capable of performing the specified evaluations of the UPDRS test, however, we also realize the
shortcomings of our design. For instance, although we have managed to closely replicate a tremor movement,
our data is still limited at the moment because we lack data from actual tremor patients. With this in mind, we
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redesigned our model to make the most out of the data we could gather from ourselves while simultaneously
recognizing the potential of real patient data to further improve the model.
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Chapter 7
Scoring Subsystem
7.1 Introduction
The last subsystem we designed is the scoring subsystem. We utilize the raw data collected from our
device, digital filters, and the machine learning algorithm to generate a estimated UPDRS score (table 7.1).
We perform six tests from UPDRS on finger and hand tremor, with the expectation of implement more tests
in the future. Once all tests are complete, a scoring report is generated as shown on the second page of the
Appendix.
Table 7.1: Data, Filters, Machine Learning Used in Score Subsystem
Finger
Taps
Hand
Movement
Postural
Tremor
Kinetic
Tremor
Resting
Tremor
Constancy
of Tremor
sEMG D D D D D D
Accleration D D D D D D
Angular Velocity D D D D D D
Low-pass Filter D D D D D
Bandpass Filter D
Gravity Filter D D D D D D
Hampel Filter D D D D D D
Machine Learning D D
7.2 Options
We picked six tests from the Motor section of UPDRS with focus on finger and hand tremor. The first
two tests are Finger Taps and Hand Movement, which requires pattern recognition with machine learning.
The rest four tests are Postural Tremor of Hands, Kinetic Tremor of Hands, Rest Tremor Amplitude, and
Constancy of Tremor. These four tests rely on bio-mechanics and frequency analysis.
We picked these six tests based on the limitation of our device. Our sensors are placed only on fingers
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and the dorsum of palm. We try to balance between the size of entire design and comfort of wearing. We
believe that these six tests are representative of hand tremor and could prove the concept that we can estimate
a UPDRS score with non-choreographic actions and without professionals presence.
7.3 Finger Taps and Hand Movement
The methods we used for Finger Taps and Hand Movement are similar, therefore, we describe both meth-
ods together. The original UPDRS Finger Taps and Hand Movement tests consists three parts: interruption
counts, movement slowing, and amplitude decrements. In our design, we only implement the interruption
counts to show the capability of machine learning in determination of UPDRS score.
First we run the new patient data through every one of our machine learning models in order to determine
what frequency should be used to evaluate the data. Once we have a frequency, we then count all the relevant
actions and attempted actions. Finally, we evaluate the score by taking the ratio of a specific action to the
interrupted attempts of that same action during the span of the sampling session. The value of the ratio
determines the score they are assigned as specified in the algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Scoring Algorithm for Finger and Hand Movement
Data: action count, interrupt count
Result: score
if 0≤action count and interrupt count == 0 then
score← 0;
return score;
end
if 1≤action count and 1≤interrupt count and 2≥interrupt count then
score← 1;
return score;
end
if 3≤action count and 3≤interrupt count and 5≥interrupt count then
score← 2;
return score;
end
if 5≤action count and 5≤interrupt count then
score← 3;
return score;
end
7.4 Tremor Amplitude and Constancy
In this section, we perform the rest four UPDRS tests: Postural Tremor of Hands, Kinetic Tremor of
Hands, Rest Tremor Amplitude, and Constancy of Tremor. These four tests require us to first determine
when the patient has tremor and analyze the tremor amplitude by the features we generated from signal
analysis subsystem.
The first step is to determine when a postural tremor, a kinetic tremor, or a resting tremor happens. We
first cut the entire signal into 100 pieces with equal length. The number of pieces is optimized with algorithm
speed and accuracy. Then for each pieces, we analyze the filtered velocity and sEMG reading to determine
the action. Postural tremor happens when the muscle is contracted while the velocity is close to 0 in all x, y,
and z direction. Kinetic tremor happens when when the muscle is contracted while the velocity in y-direction
is higher than 0, which means the hand is reaching out. Resting tremor is evaluated when a certain muscle is
relaxed and all three directions of velocity is zero. The criteria is summarized in table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Criteria for Three Types of Tremor
Postural Tremor Kinetic Tremor Rest Tremor
sEMG High High Low
Velocity Low High Low
The second step is to calculate the tremor amplitude corresponding the those three types of tremor. With
bio-mechanics analysis, we find that the amplitude could be calculated by the radius of hand and roll angle
in Euler angles. The amplitude is calculated as follows:
Amplitude = 2 ∗ Rhand ∗ tan((∆Rollhand)max); (7.1)
Based on the amplitude, we assign score for these three tremors.
The last step is to calculate constancy of tremor. We use similar strategy to cut the signals to 100 pieces.
We analyze the signals treated by bandpass filter. If the majority of the signal exceeds the tremor limit we
set, we count this piece as a tremor piece. The constancy of tremor is then calculated as follows:
Constancy =
TremorPiece
100
(7.2)
Based on the constancy, we assign score for this last test.
We first implement these four tests in MATLAB as shown in MatLab Code Score in Appendix. Once it
functions correctly, we translate this part into python and put it in Server Code - Score.py in Appendix.
7.5 Reporting
The reporting functionality is intended to be useful for health care professionals and researchers. The
reporting module extracts the scoring data and formats it in the form of a PDF report. As seen in the sample
report in the appendices, the user will receive the patient’s automatic UPDRS scores as well as graphs of the
physical data. In the future, more graphs will potentially be added to improve the usefulness of the report.
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Chapter 8
System Integration and Testing
This section describes subsystem tests to verify that the tests match the requirements of the system. Each
test will provide a description of the procedure as well as the subsystem requirements that it covers.
8.1 Device
Testing for the device subsystem have focused so far on the validation of the device’s performance. Such
measures include graceful reactions while in failure modes, the capability to measure the correct amount of
information, and the capability to accurately measure information.
8.1.1 Failure Testing
We also perform failure testing on the device to evaluate it’s ability to respond to failure states, such as
the poor initialization of hardware or an exception error which prevents the execution of code. The utmost
ideal response of a device to a failure is to automatically reset the device and attempt to automatically fix the
problem. Since our device does not have such a feature yet, we look for graceful failures. A graceful failure
in the context of this project means that the device logs the error in its log file in permanent storage before
entering a kill state, which signals the user to reset the device.
Three different tests were performed to evaluate if the test can correctly handle failures. The first test
allowed for the device to run normally. The first log in figure 8.1 exemplifies a successful performance,
which utilizes each hardware feature. For the next test, several wires from an IMU were intentionally pulled
out before the device had started its initialization process. The device reacts accordingly as seen in the second
log file of figure 8.1 by notifying the user that one of the IMUs has failed to initialize and providing a log code.
The device then after enters the kill state in which the device flashes its light to notify the user that there is a
problem. For the final test, the rate of the consuming thread was set slower than the producer to intentionally
cause the circular sampling buffer to overflow. The third log file in figure 8.1 shows that as soon as the buffer
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overflows, the device triggers an exception and gracefully shuts the device down for maintenance.
Figure 8.1: Hardware and Software Failure Testing
8.1.2 Persistance of Measurements
This test verifies that the amount of time spent monitoring the patient is close to the amount of information
that the device is supposed to collect. To ensure this, the device was sampled for several periods of time and
compared with the expected results. Table 8.1 shows each test performed, the expected result, and the actual
result when sampling for these times.
Since each sample is buffered in the device before it is stored, when the device is shut down it is likely for
a few not to be recorded. While this is true, table 8.1 shows that at least ninety nine percent of all the required
data still is recorded. This implies that the device subsystem has proven itself to be reliable for recording data
for the required amount of time so that UPDRS scoring can be done.
8.1.3 Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency of the device determines for how long a patient can collect and transfer data with
this device for UPDRS scoring. The goal of this test was to collect feedback of the actual lifetime of the
device before applying power consumption behaviors. The glove was powered on the test bench with all
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Table 8.1: Test Results
Time to Sample Expected Sample Count Actual Sample Count Sample Count Ratio
1 minute 6,000 6,087 1.0145
5 minutes 30,000 30,090 1.003
30 minutes 180,000 179,899 0.9994388889
1 hour 360,000 359,343 0.998175
hardware actively working, to determine how close the actual battery life was to the calculated battery life
according to equation 3.3. The results show that the device lasted approximately 15.16 hours of constant
normal usage before losing its capability to power any one component.
8.1.4 Measuring Accuracy
The quality of the low-cost inertial measurement units has been evaluated through the comparison with
the Physilog5 sensor, which has been recommended for medical sensing and evaluation. We would like
to compare the quality of the MPU9250 to the quality of the Physilog5 sensor to justify its potential for
research and medical accuracy for a low-cost platform. To compare both sensors, the tester wears the glove
and additionally places the Physilog5 on top of the IMU located on the dorsum of the palm. Both devices
should be oriented such that there axes are similar. The patient then performs five minutes worth of fast and
slow movements to evaluate sampling ability. Both data sets are then subtracted from each other to find the
difference. Figure 8.2, presents box and whiskers plots between each axis of acceleration compared. The
medians for each plot are close to zero and the upper and lower quartiles are fairly thin, which signifies that
the data is approximately similar. Unfortunately, for each plot there does a range of large outliers, clearly
marking the expected difference in quality between the two sensors. While the Physilog5 sensor measures
far more accurately, we can potentially filter out these outliers to make the sensor more stable for medical
monitoring.
8.2 Processing Time
The filter performance was additionally tested as an entire pipeline. Figure 8.4 shows the linear increase
in the pipeline’s processing time as we fed different sized sets of raw data onto the server. Linear increase
proportional to load increase is promising in terms of computational scaling as we continue to develop this
platform for the future.
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Figure 8.2: Acceleration Quality Comparison
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Figure 8.3: Gyroscope Quality Comparison
8.3 Filters Performance
Several different filters are presented in Chapter 5. We want to test performance of our filters in the whole
system.
The performance of low-pass filter is determined by the improvement it can provide to position determi-
nation. We used both raw data and filtered data to train our machine learning algorithm and compared the
performance of the model that machine learning generated. We compared sensitivity and specificity of all 16
models and plot the result in Fig. 8.5. The low-pass filter can improve both sensitivity and specificity of the
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Figure 8.4: Pipeline Processing Time of Raw Data
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machine learning algorithm by keeping both rate above 0.4. Given the fact that we trained our models with
only ten samples each, we still have potential to improve our result.
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Figure 8.5: Sensitivity and Specificity Comparison
8.4 Machine Learning
This section describes the testing process for the machine learning scripts used to determine important
actions that the patient performs that could be useful for UPDRS scoring.
One major concern with training and testing is the alignment of features and weights. We began gathering
data from our first prototype so that we could attempt to train a model off the data and it worked wonderfully.
However, by the time we had trained our model, we had also upgraded our device, and the second prototype
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had expanded the range of features being retrieved so new data was not matching the dimensions of the
model correctly. This is a problem because the model is trained by establishing a set of weights that help
make a prediction when properly applied to our hypothesis function, but if the weights are not aligned with
the features, the result can break the model. This error led to numerous tests on the dimensionality of weights
against input features in order to guarantee that they matched. We even had to regather all of our data so that
our model could handle the dimensionality of the features gathered in the latest prototype.
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Chapter 9
Costing Analysis
This section describes all of the costs attributed to the project. Costs can take several different forms
including: money, time, and space. The device and system monetary costs were small per unit, because the
entire system was designed using low-cost parts. This project, however, was more costly in terms of time and
space.
9.1 Time Costs
There was a lot of time put into this project for each different stages. Of these, the most pronounced time
costs included: meeting costs, testing costs, development costs, and research costs.
An approximation of these times can be seen in the appendix figure 3, which provides an estimation of
the project schedule throughout the year. On a weekly basis, the team met three times a week on Monday,
Wednesday, and Sunday. The time spent on meetings per week was on average seven hours, with expected
work time outside of the meeting time. That said, each member of the team spent on average over ten hours
each week working on this project.
Testing costs consisted of a substantial portion of our time during the development phase. While we do
not have a specific measurement as to how much time was spent, a majority of our meeting times consisted
integration testing of the system. This integration testing was done both to confirm the functionality of the
system and to collect data for the machine learning and signal processing subsystems. As an estimate, testing
consumed roughly four out of the seven hours spent each week doing team meetings.
Research costs are the time we devoted to read scientific publications to learn knowledge for developing
this project. During summer quarter and fall quarter, we read over 50 papers and patterns, from which
we learned a lot of knowledge in Parkinson’s Disease and the state-of-art design for designing different
subsystems. The research time has benefited not only for this project but also for us as professional engineers.
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9.2 Monetary Costs
System development costs were fairly inexpensive. Table 9.1 shows the estimated costs of materials to
develop the wearable device, which in comparison to other sensing technologies is inexpensive. As a result,
we were able to quickly purchase materials in bulk and develop multiple prototypes of the wearable device
for development and refine our design more quickly.
Table 9.1: Wearable Device Cost
Device Unit Cost Quantity Cost
Teensy 3.6 $29 1 $29
XBee S1 $25 2 $25
MPU 9250 $15 4 $60
Myoware EMG $38 1 $38
Total Cost: ∼$152
The cost for the entire system would consist of the cost of the wearable as well as the cost to purchase
the server. Although we used a laptop for development, the system could also just as easily use a cheap
microprocessor, which relies on cloud computing for scoring. Even when using cloud services the cost
would be fairly low.
Part of the goal of designing this platform was to ensure that the system was capable of running using
low-cost products, which we hope will lower the barrier of entry for researchers attempting to design systems
for automatic UPDRS scoring. If we continue to pursue this project, additional costs will be added in order
for us to collect legitimate Parkinson’s Disease data from hospitals and observe UPDRS scoring.
9.3 Space Costs
This project was fairly space-efficient, since all of the electronics were small and able to be carried in
small boxes. The development space required only a power outlet powerful enough to charge two laptops,
and a table on which the electronics can be placed. The most difficult aspect was finding a place to work
where there is plenty of open space to organize electronics and tools to weld.
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Chapter 10
Business Plan
The volatility and progression of PD symptoms has inspired the health care community to introduce
home monitoring for PD patients. One recent review explains the significance of using wearable technology
in the health care field and its potential impacts to controlling tremors [12]. In this report tremors have also
been cited as one of the most disrupting symptoms in one’s daily life. Through the accessibility of wearable
technologies, we could potentially improve our responses to Parkinsonian symptom fluctuation.
Many researchers and teams now have their goals set of improving the UPDRS scoring process [5, 8, 9,
10, 15, 16, 17]. All of these researchers utilize the same types of equipment, including sEMGs and inertial
measurement units to collect data. However each team utilizes this information differently, and developing
insight on how to automate the UPDRS scoring process.
Several research teams sought to design systems focused on enabling patients to interact with health
care professionals from their homes [16, 17]. These methods demonstrate successful proofs of concept for
web services; they reduce the cost of travel and continue to provide professionals with enough data to make
accurate evaluations about the patient. Furthermore, proposed methods such as these showed that patients
can reliably perform the necessary actions at home in order to perform evaluations [7]. These systems, while
they provide more quantitative data, still require a doctor to objectively make decisions, which may still affect
the outcome of the treatment.
Many other teams focused on creating automated UPDRS scoring systems [5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15]. These
automated UPDRS scoring systems also can be subdivided into systems that rely on guided human movement
such as a UPDRS test example [7], or systems that monitored unguided movement [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15].
Several of the automatic scoring systems attempt to utilize machine learning to classify the different scoring
metrics [5, 10]. Unfortunately both teams agree that machine learning, while promising, does not meet a high
enough accuracy to perform as a suitable scoring method [5, 10]. Other teams mixed more numerical methods
along with different classifiers, to explore the kinematic features correlated to specific UPDRS scores. One
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team in models a promising method for automatic UPDRS scoring system for gait symptoms, which relies
on the linear relationship between several kinematic features and the actual UPDRS scores [9]. Another team
has designed a methodology that produces highly accurate estimates of tremors for UPDRS using an inertial
measurement unit on a wristband [15].
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Chapter 11
Engineering Standards and Realistic
Constraints
In this chapter, we examine the implications of our system from different perspectives, and examine its
impacts, or the lack of impact, in several different contexts.
11.1 Ethical
The most common ethical issues with regards to the meld of smarter embedded technologies in the medi-
cal field usually are closely related to privacy issues. Our device will be monitoring a patient’s hand movement
throughout the day, which can be concerning to a patient. From the Utilitarian ethics perspective, although
the patient sacrifices the privacy of their movement, as long as they consider the treatment of their Parkinson’s
Disease symptoms as valuable, we believe that the UPDA system is ethically justifiable. There has also been
a long debate of the ethics of using machine learning in the medical field. With the push of the UPDA system,
we would be affirming that it is ethically justifiable to use machine learning in human treatment, which may
upset some people.
11.2 Social
This technology aims to remove the cost of measuring Parkinson’s Disease from a patient’s day-to-day
life. In that regard, this technology is even enabling patients to be more social in the community. However
can be some social drawbacks to wearing this device in the community. By having the patient wear a device
that is visible to others, the device could be used as a feature to identify someone as having Parkinson’s
Disease, which could affect the patient’s social interaction with the community for better or for worse.
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11.3 Political
As a wearable device in the medical field, we do not believe it will have any impact on politics. The
one exception, however, is that our device could be involved in political discussion involving the internet of
things into the medical field. Even if there were any politics surrounding wearable devices in the medical
field, the UPDA device would very likely would not change any political thoughts, just only affected by
political agendas.
11.4 Economic
Many research teams have attempted to design automated UPDRS scoring systems, but the UPDA could
potentially be the first on to market. In the case that UPDA makes it to market, it will create a whole new
category of medical device, which will likely be met with competitors now rushing to bring their products to
market.
11.5 Health and Safety
We expect our system to focus on the maximization of health and safety. Our requirements and system are
designed to improve the health of the patient with the smallest inconvenience. The product must be incredibly
safe, and in order for it go get to market, it must gain FDA approval as a class one medical device. All these
rules and regulations will help shape our system to ensure that it only improves the condition of a patient’s
PD symptoms and in no way worsens them or introduces any other health and safety issues.
11.6 Manufacturability
Our project can be manufactured differently depending on the purpose. All of the main electronic com-
ponents for the prototype are low-cost and off-the-shelf, thus we hope that many other research teams will be
able to reproduce our work effectively and for a low cost. The device can also be designed as a more serious
product, which we intend to do as the product continues. As the system matures, the hardware may become
more customized for the solution, increasing the barrier for entry for other groups attempting to replicate the
product.
11.7 Sustainability
We believe that from an engineering standpoint, the system is flexible enough to a degree where it can
continue to be developed by us or outside communities and continue to be relevant and helpful to people.
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Unfortunately, there is no clear cure for Parkinson’s disease, and so we hope that our system can continue to
be as useful as we originally hoped it would be.
11.8 Environmental Impact
Wearable devices in particular have a set goal to last as long as possible. Ideally the device will be
designed to battery life optimally, and extend the efficiency of one charge over a long period of time. By
saving energy on the device, that means we are creating devices that require less charging. Less charging
of devices means that less power has to be generated, which reduces the use of fossil fuels and nuclear
generation. Inversely, if the patient had to constantly drive over to the hospital to perform UPDRS evaluations,
it is highly likely that even more fossil fuel is used, worsening the atmosphere. In that light, and due to the
sheer number of people with Parkinson’s, we have the potential to reduce car traffic substantially.
11.9 Usability
Due to the difficulty of using devices as an advanced Parkinson’s Disease patient, it was necessary for our
device to be usable. The device is simply controlled with one button, and uses a simple light queue to tell the
patient what is going on. The device even will notify the user if there is something wrong, so that the device
can be easily corrected. The server side of the system is managed automatically to try and take as much effort
off the patient and medical professionals as possible.
11.10 Lifelong learning
This project was an awesome tour of the world of medical device development and technology. From this
project, we were inspired to take different classes outside of the normal curriculum to add new features to
our project. We learned a lot about what it means to put together a medical device and how much effort and
time it takes to thoroughly re-iterate the design process until it meets the requirements that we want for it. We
also learned a substantial amount about machine learning in the medical device industry and its difficulties
for implementation in a system. Overall, we all have been inspired to continue learning more about software
tools and engineering in these fields and other fields that are closely related.
11.11 Compassion
Through our experiences talking with doctors, actual Parkinson’s Disease patients, and even our friends
who know someone with Parkinson’s Disease, we have grown to realize how prevalent Parkinson’s Disease
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is around us. Additionally, through our research we have learned about how difficult the symptoms are to
manage, and how much patients truly suffer each day.
Arguably, what makes this project truly real and what made us put so much effort into this project had to
do with the potential impact it had on others lives. We have taken action at the chance to help relieve others
suffering and we truly hope to always take action if there is anyone ever in need of an engineer.
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Chapter 12
Conclusion
This paper presents the preliminary design and validation of a system for the automatic scoring of portions
of the UPDRS based on a patient’s regular movements. Our wearable medical device is capable of gathering
over 50 features at a rate of 100Hz and has a battery life so great that if you were to use it for an hour each
day of the week, you would only need to charge it about once a week. We have implemented a handful
of signal filters and machine learning models that have proven capable of deciphering the patterns hidden
in a patient’s daily actions. We have also established that although a doctor is needed to prescribe proper
medication, a doctor is not necessarily needed to perform this evaluation, therefore a product such as this
would save patients a lot of money in the long-term.
To verify this system as a platform for future work we designed experiments to confirm its functionality
to gather raw data and produce features through filters. We performed several experiments, either with the
device alone or with our team as test subjects. Our current version of the glove is capable of supplying
researchers and patients with continuous symptom monitoring at useful resolutions. The glove only requires
the push of a button, which makes the device more accessible for patients to use.
The system architecture oﬄoads the heavier processing onto the server, allowing for more powerful data
processing than possible on board the device. The server also creates options for future services; doctors with
permissions could request patient data remotely for simplified treatment adjustment.
We fully intend to continue this work further on the system as a whole; improving its functionality for
health care professionals as well as the quality for scoring. We would also like to organize patient testing
with a facility that is capable, to gather information from actual patients. This platform has demonstrated
potential to become a foundation for future development for PD monitoring and automatic UPDRS scoring
with uncoreographed daily movement.
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Table 1: Budget
Quantity Price Per Unit Total
Patient Resources
Patient Trial Processing 1 $100 $100
Computing Hardware
Networking Device (Gateway) 2 $200 $400
Microcontroller 4 $100 $400
Electronics
Breadboard 2 $10 $20
Battery (witch charging) 2 $30 $60
Circuit Elements Redundancy 1 $240 $240
Sensors
Electrode pad (qty 300) 1 $70 $70
Accelerometer & Gyroscope 12 $10 $120
MyoWare Muscle Sensor (EMG) 3 $40 $120
Total $1,560
Table 2: Machine Learning Algorithm Progress Table
Machine Learning Algorithm Development Pros Cons
Linear Discriminant Analysis Completed 75% accurate Assumes normal distribution
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis Completed 75% accurate Less variance, but more bias
Linear Regression Closed Form Completed 80% accurate Easily overfit
Ridge Regression Closed Form Completed 80% accurate Prediction variance too large
Linear Regression Gradient Descent Completed 83% accurate Easily overfit
Ridge Regression Gradient Descent Completed 84% accurate Prediction variance too large
Logistic Regression In progress Increased accuracy Long training times
Multiclass Logistic Regression In progress Increased accuracy Long training times
Multiclass Neural Network In progress Increased accuracy Long training times
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Figure 1: Initial Prototype Wearable Circuit Design (V1)
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Figure 2: Final Prototype Wearable Circuit Design (V2)
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Figure 4: Team Kanban Board for Weekly Sprints
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Figure 5: Sketch of Wearable Device Phase 1
Figure 6: Concept Art of Wearable Device Phase 2
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read raw data
data=load("patient-1.txt");  % read the data
% INPUT FORMAT:
% EMG_raw EMG_rect
% Hand_Ax Hand_Ay Hand_Az Hand_Gx Hand_Gy Hand_Gz Hand_Mx Hand_My
 Hand_Mz
% Thumb_Ax Thumb_Ay Thumb_Az Thumb_Gx Thumb_Gy Thumb_Gz Thumb_Mx
 Thumb_My Thumb_Mz
% Point_Ax Point_Ay Point_Az Point_Gx Point_Gy Point_Gz Point_Mx
 Point_My Point_Mz
% Ring_Ax Ring_Ay Ring_Az Ring_Gx Ring_Gy Ring_Gz Ring_Mx Ring_My
 Ring_Mz
% Hand_Qr Hand_Qi Hand_Qj Hand_Qk
% Thumb_Qr Thumb_Qi Thumb_Qj Thumb_Qk
% Point_Qr Point_Qi Point_Qj Point_Qk
% Ring_Qr Ring_Qi Ring_Qj Ring_Qk
% Hand_Pp Hand_Py Hand_Pr
% Thumb_Pp Thumb_Py Thumb_Pr
% Point_Pp Point_Py Point_Pr
% Ring_Pp Ring_Py Ring_Pr
% EMG_hampel
fs=100;      %sampling frequency in HZ
[data_length,~]=size(data);
true_time=(1/fs:1/fs:data_length/fs)';
EMG_raw=data(:,1);    % EMG raw
EMG_rect=data(:,2);   % EMG rect
Hand_Ax=data(:,3);    % hand a
Hand_Ay=data(:,4);
Hand_Az=data(:,5);
Hand_Gx=data(:,6);    % hand g
Hand_Gy=data(:,7);
Hand_Gz=data(:,8);
Hand_Mx=data(:,9);    % hand m
Hand_My=data(:,10);
Hand_Mz=data(:,11);
Thumb_Ax=data(:,12);  % thumb a
Thumb_Ay=data(:,13);
Thumb_Az=data(:,14);
Thumb_Gx=data(:,15);  % thumb g
1
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Thumb_Gy=data(:,16);
Thumb_Gz=data(:,17);
Thumb_Mx=data(:,18);  % thumb g
Thumb_My=data(:,19);
Thumb_Mz=data(:,20);
Point_Ax=data(:,21);  % point a
Point_Ay=data(:,22);
Point_Az=data(:,23);
Point_Gx=data(:,24);  % point g
Point_Gy=data(:,25);
Point_Gz=data(:,26);
Point_Mx=data(:,27);  % point m
Point_My=data(:,28);
Point_Mz=data(:,29);
Ring_Ax=data(:,30);   % ring a
Ring_Ay=data(:,31);
Ring_Az=data(:,32);
Ring_Gx=data(:,33);   % ring g
Ring_Gy=data(:,34);
Ring_Gz=data(:,35);
Ring_Mx=data(:,36);   % ring m
Ring_My=data(:,37);
Ring_Mz=data(:,38);
Hand_Qr=data(:,39);    % hand q
Hand_Qi=data(:,40);
Hand_Qj=data(:,41);
Hand_Qk=data(:,42);
Thumb_Qr=data(:,43);  % thumb q
Thumb_Qi=data(:,44);
Thumb_Qj=data(:,45);
Thumb_Qk=data(:,46);
Point_Qr=data(:,47);  % point q
Point_Qi=data(:,48);
Point_Qj=data(:,49);
Point_Qk=data(:,50);
Ring_Qr=data(:,51);   % ring q
Ring_Qi=data(:,52);
Ring_Qj=data(:,53);
Ring_Qk=data(:,54);
Hand_Pp=data(:,55);   % hand position
Hand_Py=data(:,56);
Hand_Pr=data(:,57);
Thumb_Pp=data(:,58);  % thumb position
Thumb_Py=data(:,59);
Thumb_Pr=data(:,60);
Point_Pp=data(:,61);  % point position
Point_Py=data(:,62);
Point_Pr=data(:,63);
Ring_Pp=data(:,64);   % ring position
Ring_Py=data(:,65);
Ring_Pr=data(:,66);
EMG_hampel=data(:,67);
2
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Finger Taps
interruption ratio
interruption_ratio=interruption/taps_count;
if interruption_ratio<1
    interruption_rating=0;
elseif interruption_ratio<3
    interruption_rating=1;
elseif interruption_ratio<5
    interruption_rating=2;
elseif interruption_ratio<10
    interruption_rating=3;
else
    interruption_rating=4;
end
% speed
finger_tap_speed=finger_tap_time/taps_count;
if finger_tap_speed<1
    speed_rating=0;
elseif finger_tap_speed<3
    speed_rating=1;
elseif finger_tap_speed<5
    speed_rating=2;
elseif finger_tap_speed<10
    speed_rating=3;
else
    speed_rating=4;    % cannot perform: how to define
end
% amplitude decrement
decrement=5;
amplitude_rating=0;
if amplitude(2)-amplitude(1)>decrement
    amplitude_rating=3;
end
for i=2:7
    if amplitude(i+1)-amplitude(i)>decrement
        amplitude_rating=2;
    end
end
for i=8:9
    if amplitude(i+1)-amplitude(i)>decrement
        amplitude_rating=1;
    end
end
% Final Rating
finger_tap_rating=mode(interruption_rating,speed_rating,amplitude_rating);
disp(finger_tap_rating)
Hand Movements
interruption ratio
3
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interruption_ratio=interruption/taps_count;
if interruption_ratio<1
    interruption_rating=0;
elseif interruption_ratio<3
    interruption_rating=1;
elseif interruption_ratio<5
    interruption_rating=2;
elseif interruption_ratio<10
    interruption_rating=3;
else
    interruption_rating=4;
end
% speed
finger_tap_speed=finger_tap_time/taps_count;
if finger_tap_speed<1
    speed_rating=0;
elseif finger_tap_speed<3
    speed_rating=1;
elseif finger_tap_speed<5
    speed_rating=2;
elseif finger_tap_speed<10
    speed_rating=3;
else
    speed_rating=4;    % cannot perform: how to define
end
% amplitude decrement
decrement=5;
amplitude_rating=0;
if amplitude(2)-amplitude(1)>decrement
    amplitude_rating=3;
end
for i=2:7
    if amplitude(i+1)-amplitude(i)>decrement
        amplitude_rating=2;
    end
end
for i=8:9
    if amplitude(i+1)-amplitude(i)>decrement
        amplitude_rating=1;
    end
end
% Final Rating
hand_movement_rating=mode(interruption_rating,speed_rating,amplitude_rating);
disp(hand_movement_rating)
Postural Tremor of Hands
calculate velocity from acceleration
Hand_Vx=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vy=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vz=zeros(data_length,1);
for i=2:data_length
4
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    Hand_Vx(i,1)=Hand_Vx(i-1,1)+Hand_Ax(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vy)
    Hand_Vy(i,1)=Hand_Vy(i-1,1)+Hand_Ay(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vz)
    Hand_Vz(i,1)=Hand_Vz(i-1,1)+Hand_Az(i-1,1)/fs;
end
testing_time=zeros(data_length,1);
for i=26:data_length-25
    if Hand_Vx<0.1&&Hand_Vz<0.1&&Hand_Vy<0.1
        EMG=EMG_hampel(i-25:1:i+25,1);
        EMG_change=max(EMG)-min(EMG);
        if EMG_change>20
            testing_time(i,1)=1;
        end
    end
end
Kinetic Tremor of Hands
calculate velocity from acceleration
Hand_Vx=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vy=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vz=zeros(data_length,1);
for i=2:data_length
    Hand_Vx(i,1)=Hand_Vx(i-1,1)+Hand_Ax(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vy)
    Hand_Vy(i,1)=Hand_Vy(i-1,1)+Hand_Ay(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vz)
    Hand_Vz(i,1)=Hand_Vz(i-1,1)+Hand_Az(i-1,1)/fs;
end
testing_time=zeros(data_length,1);
for i=26:data_length-25
    if Hand_Vx<0.1&&Hand_Vz<0.1&&Hand_Vy>0.1
        EMG=EMG_hampel(i-25:1:i+25,1);
        EMG_change=max(EMG)-min(EMG);
        if EMG_change>20
            testing_time(i,1)=1;
        end
    end
end
Rest Tremor Amplitude
calculate velocity from acceleration
Hand_Vx=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vy=zeros(data_length,1);
Hand_Vz=zeros(data_length,1);
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for i=2:data_length
    Hand_Vx(i,1)=Hand_Vx(i-1,1)+Hand_Ax(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vy)
    Hand_Vy(i,1)=Hand_Vy(i-1,1)+Hand_Ay(i-1,1)/fs;
end
for i=2:length(Hand_Vz)
    Hand_Vz(i,1)=Hand_Vz(i-1,1)+Hand_Az(i-1,1)/fs;
end
testing_time=zeros(data_length,1);
for i=26:data_length-25
    if Hand_Vx<0.1&&Hand_Vz<0.1&&Hand_Vy<0.1
        EMG=EMG_hampel(i-25:1:i+25,1);
        EMG_change=max(EMG)-min(EMG);
        if EMG_change<20
            testing_time(i,1)=1;
        end
    end
end
Calculate Tremor Amplitude
raw_data_tremor_amplitude=Hand_Pr(testing_time);
R_hand=5;   % cm
Amplitude_upper=abs(max(raw_data_tremor_amplitude)-
mean(raw_data_tremor_amplitude));
Amplitude_lower=abs(min(raw_data_tremor_amplitude)-
mean(raw_data_tremor_amplitude));
Amplitude=2*R_hand*tan(max(Amplitude_upper,Amplitude_lower));
if Amplitude<=0.1
    disp('0: Normal')
elseif Amplitude<=1
    disp('1: Slight')
elseif Amplitude<=3
    disp('2: Mild')
elseif Amplitude<=10
    disp('3: Moderate')
elseif Amplitude>10
    disp('4: Severe')
else
    disp('Error')
end
Constance of Rest Tremor
expected_sample_num=100;    % cut the data into at least how many
 pieces
sample_size=floor(data_length/expected_sample_num);
sample_num=floor(data_length/sample_size);
tremor_amp=3;   % cm
tremor_count=0;
for i=1:sample_num
    test_data=data((i-1)*sample_size+1:i*sample_size,:);
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    test_data_fft=fft(test_data);
    mag=abs(test_data_fft);
    df=fs/sample_size;
    freq=0:df:fs-df;
    mag_tremor=mag(freq>3&freq<7,:);
    mag_tremor_max=max(mag_tremor);
    for j=1:channel_num
        if mag_tremor_max(j)>tremor_amp
            tremor_count=tremor_count+1;
        end
    end
end
tremor_time=tremor_count/(sample_num*channel_num);
if tremor_time==0
    disp('0: Normal')
elseif tremor_time<=0.25
    disp('1: Slight')
elseif tremor_time<=0.5
    disp('2: Mild')
elseif tremor_time<=0.75
    disp('3: Moderate')
elseif tremor_time<=1
    disp('4: Severe')
else
    disp('Error')
end
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MMatLab Code – Gravity Filter
165
data=load('raw.txt');
data1=load('pos.txt');
g=-9.81;
hax=data(:,3);
hay=data(:,4);
haz=data(:,5);
tax=data(:,12);
tay=data(:,13);
taz=data(:,14);
pax=data(:,21);
pay=data(:,22);
paz=data(:,23);
rax=data(:,30);
ray=data(:,31);
raz=data(:,32);
hqr=data1(:,1);
hqi=data1(:,2);
hqj=data1(:,3);
hqk=data1(:,4);
tqr=data1(:,5);
tqi=data1(:,6);
tqj=data1(:,7);
tqk=data1(:,8);
pqr=data1(:,9);
pqi=data1(:,10);
pqj=data1(:,11);
pqk=data1(:,12);
rqr=data1(:,13);
rqi=data1(:,14);
rqj=data1(:,15);
rqk=data1(:,16);
hax_new=hax+(hqi.*hqk+hqj.*hqr).*2*g;
hay_new=hay+(hqj.*hqk-hqi.*hqr).*2*g;
haz_new=haz+(hqr.^2-hqi.^2-hqj.^2+hqk.^2).*g;
tax_new=tax+(tqi.*tqk+tqj.*tqr).*2*g;
tay_new=tay+(tqj.*tqk-tqi.*tqr).*2*g;
taz_new=taz+(tqr.^2-tqi.^2-tqj.^2+tqk.^2).*g;
pax_new=pax+(pqi.*pqk+pqj.*pqr).*2*g;
pay_new=pay+(pqj.*pqk-pqi.*pqr).*2*g;
paz_new=paz+(pqr.^2-pqi.^2-pqj.^2+pqk.^2).*g;
rax_new=rax+(rqi.*rqk+rqj.*rqr).*2*g;
ray_new=ray+(rqj.*rqk-rqi.*rqr).*2*g;
raz_new=raz+(rqr.^2-rqi.^2-rqj.^2+rqk.^2).*g;
new_data=[hax_new,hay_new,haz_new,tax_new,tay_new,taz_new,...
    pax_new,pay_new,paz_new,rax_new,ray_new,raz_new];
dlmwrite('gravity_result.txt',new_data,'delimiter','\t')
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MatLab Code – Low-pass and Bandpass
Filter
167
Lowpass Filter
Fs = 100;
filtertype = 'FIR';
Fpass = 3;
Fstop = 4;
Rp = 0.1;
Astop = 80;
FIRLPF = dsp.LowpassFilter('SampleRate',Fs,...
                             'FilterType',filtertype,...
                             'PassbandFrequency',Fpass,...
                             'StopbandFrequency',Fstop,...
                             'PassbandRipple',Rp,...
                             'StopbandAttenuation',Astop);
NUM_LP = tf(FIRLPF);
dlmwrite('lowpass_coef.txt',NUM_LP,'delimiter','\t')
Bandpass Filter
Fs = 100;  % Sampling Frequency
Fstop1 = 2;                 % First Stopband Frequency
Fpass1 = 3;                 % First Passband Frequency
Fpass2 = 7;                 % Second Passband Frequency
Fstop2 = 8;                 % Second Stopband Frequency
Dstop1 = 0.0001;            % First Stopband Attenuation
Dpass  = 0.00057564620966;  % Passband Ripple
Dstop2 = 0.0001;            % Second Stopband Attenuation
dens   = 20;                % Density Factor
% Calculate the order from the parameters using FIRPMORD.
[N, Fo, Ao, W] = firpmord([Fstop1 Fpass1 Fpass2 Fstop2]/(Fs/2), [0
 1 ...
                          0], [Dstop1 Dpass Dstop2]);
% Calculate the coefficients using the FIRPM function.
b  = firpm(N, Fo, Ao, W, {dens});
dlmwrite('bandpass_coef.txt',b,'delimiter','\t')
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